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Context.
Wangjiawan Village is located in Foping. The local villagers all 
hope to get rid of poverty. However, the young and middle-aged
population is outflow and most farmers are no longer engaged in 
farming. In conjunction with the construction of the government's
high-speed railway, the local goverment and developers intend to 
transform Foping into an economy dominated by tourism and 
resort industries.



The project.
Facing the hope of local 
farmers getting rid of 
poverty, facing WanHe
Group's overall 
development strategy in 
Foping, and facing local 
government’s policy and 
the time constraints, the 
project invited design 
thinkers and university 
students to find a solution. 
We are aim to redefine 
issues, interview 
stakeholders, and co-
create with them to find 
top-down and bottom-up 
combined design 
solutions.



The design process.
| June 2016, Site investigation and interviews with stakeholders
| July 2016, 7days Grow in Summer Program on Design Thinking
| Sep 2016-ongoing, Continuous networking with local players



Civic Participation

In order to get rid of poverty and find a better solution, the Wangjiawan villagers participated the design process, 
co-worked with designers and students. The villagers took charge of different project blocks according to what
they are good at, e.g. stone painting, dyeing and weaving, mountain guiding.

co-designed with community and 
menaged by the villagers



Tourists can participate the life of countryside by mountain climbing, dyeing and weaving, crafting, farming, picking 
fruits and vegetables. Villagers turned their identity from a seller to a life guide. 

0 miles food

local experience

Social Interactions and Relations



One of the design solution was sightseeing agriculture formed by sustainable production methods, which is jointly 
operated by developers and villagers. Meanwhile, the production here can be also sold online.

online sharing

permaculture

Production, Distribution and Consumption



The aim of the Grow in Summer Program on Design Thinking was about design education and solving existing 
problems through innovative approaches which demand the participation from design team, school, community 
and local developer to work together. The stakeholders in the development of Wangjiawan Village had very 
different angles, so that finding the same goal for everyone was important. In the end, the developer will provide 
materials and skill training to villagers and help them to build their economy foundation.  

multidisciplinary design team

technical support

Skill Training and Design Education

co-create



80% of the project is about

Job Creation

Some design solutions co-created during the workshop created jobs for the villagers which was provided by the 
developer. Some villagers started up a souvenir shop and sell home-made crafts, some set up hostels, etc.

the Job Creation



During this design process, a design thinking journey of observation, brainstorming, prototyping and storytelling
were developed. The designers shared ideas with the villagers by using storytelling and visualization for easy and 
better communication. 

Storytelling and Visualisation
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